from miscarried and stillborn babies. Also, better classify projects regarding their need for fetal tissue, establish further guidelines regarding human fetal tissue research, and looking into adult human tissue alternatives.

Conclusion

This investigation has been an important piece in exposing the corruption of Planned Parenthood and the entire tissue procurement business.

It has been an effort to expose the works of darkness (Ephesians 5:11). Now we must let Christ’s redeeming light shine and build a culture where experimentation on aborted baby body parts becomes unthinkable — no matter the profit margin.

Prayer & Action

Please Pray

- For more Americans to know the truth about Planned Parenthood and abortion
- For a culture where experimenting on baby parts is unthinkable
- For justice to come against this evil industry
- For the recommendations of the panel to be implemented

Take Action

1. Contact your state and federal legislators and urge them to support all pro-life legislation
2. Work to expose and stop the abortion clinics in your area and state. Go to ConcernedWomen.org and scroll down to “GET INVOLVED WITH CWA IN YOUR STATE”. You are needed!
Failing to Obtain Informed Consent: Biased staff who have an interest in persuading the women to consent omitted consent forms or provided ones which falsely led women to believe that donating fetal tissue had cured diseases.

No Oversight: The baby parts industry did not meet review board standards, and Planned Parenthood even admitted they had little control over affiliates who wanted to use baby parts sale as a revenue stream.

Violating HIPPA: Patient Privacy laws are in place to protect patient data from outside entities, but Planned Parenthood disclosed health information to biotech companies so they could decide which woman to target for baby parts collection.

Profiting from Selling Parts: The claim that there was merely a recouping of costs when baby parts were exchanged for money broke down when PPFA wouldn’t produce financial documents and when a Planned Parenthood employee admitted to “back of the envelope” made up accounting.

"[Fetal tissue sale] contributes so much to the bottom line of our organization here." - Director of Research at Planned Parenthood Gulf Coast

Changing Abortion Procedures: It was admitted that doctors illegally change the abortion procedure so that baby parts are obtained in a more whole form.

Taxpayer University Funding Indirectly Supporting Late-Term Abortion and issue Procurement: Third-trimester abortions are performed by sitting faculty members of taxpayer funded public institutions.

Partial-Birth Abortion and Neglect of Born-Alive Infants: Infants are born alive and illegally left to die or killed using the illegal procedure of partial-birth abortion as a way of obtaining whole baby body parts that weren’t poisoned before an abortion.

“I literally have had women come in and they’ll go in the O.R. and they’re back out in 3 minutes, and I’m going, ‘What’s going on?’ Oh yeah, the fetus was already in the vaginal canal whenever we put her in the stirrups, it just fell out.” - Procurement Manager at ABR

Medicaid and Tax Fraud: Planned Parenthood has overbilled $132.4 million to Medicaid and has also violated the Hyde Amendment by billing for costs sometimes associated with abortions not allowed under Hyde.

Misleading Rhetoric Regarding the Need for Aborted Fetal Tissue: Both on consent forms and to the general public, universities and other entities have been claiming that fetal tissue is a necessary component to vital and prolific scientific research projects. In reality, projects involving fetal tissue are rare, and in many

The investigative panel was courageously lead by Rep. Marsha Blackburn (R-Tennessee)